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ABSTRACT
The mathematical properties of nano molecules are an interesting branch of nanoscience for
researches nowadays. The periodic open single wall tubulene is one of the nano molecules
which is built up from two caps and a distancing nanotube/neck. We discuss how to
automatically construct the graph of this molecule and plot the graph by spring layout
algorithm in graphviz and netwrokx packages. The similarity between the shape of this
molecule and the plotted graph is a consequence of our work. Furthermore, the Wiener,
Szeged and PI indices of this molecule are computed.
Keywords: Open tubulene, topological index, Szeged index, Wiener index, PI index.

1

INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes exhibit a large number of new interesting phenomena, therefore many
researches of different areas attracted to work on nanotubes [1]. They are crucial in all sorts
of ways because of the manifold utilities they provide. One interesting feature of carbon
nanotubes is their use as catalyst for improving the hydrogen absorption and desorption [2].
Some researchers are trying to use single-wall nanotubes as reservoir for storing hydrogen
which may use as fuel by penetrating more Hydrogen atoms in the structure of the
molecules[3,4]. One major element of energy research activities of some countries is
reducing or eliminating the dependency on petroleum of transportation systems by
replacing it with new fuels. Hydrogen fuel have the potential to offer cleaner, more efficient
alternatives to today's technology [5]. Therefore, many fuel molecules, including
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nanotuubes, with different
d
feattures have been
b
found and
a studied up to now. Tubulenes are
a
types of
o nanotubess molecules which are sttudied as fueel, too [3,6,77].
Some phy
ysiochemicall properties of these molecules
m
deepend on thheir structurees.
Simplee indirect graph
g
is useed to modeel the structture of thesse moleculees. Despite its
simpliicity and lacck of some structural chharacteristicss of a moleccule, graph of a molecuule
comprrises importtant topologgical inform
mation. Num
merical valuees calculatedd based onn a
molecular graph are
a called toopological inndices. Seveeral differennt topologicaal indices with
variouus application
ns have beenn proposed up
u to now.
In this artiicle, the graaph of open periodic sinngle-wall tubbulene is geenerated by an
iterativve method. The graph is plotted byy spring layyout algorithhm [8]. In addition,
a
som
me
topoloogical indices of the grapph of this moolecule are computed.

2

AUTOMA
ATIC GRAP
PH CONSTRUCTION OF
O PERIOD
DIC OPEN TUBULEN
NE

Perioddic open sing
gle wall tubuulene is one of the nano molecules which
w
is buillt up from tw
wo
caps and
a a distanccing nanotubbe/neck [9]. Periodic closed tubulenne is derived from C60 by
cuttingg off polar hexagons with
w the repeat sphericaal moiety [99]. The figuure of perioddic
3
closedd tubulene C204(6(56) (665)3 (656)3 76 – Z[122,0] − r ); r=4, is depicted in
i [10]. The periodic oppen
tubuleene is open counterpart
c
o closed tubbulene whichh is focused in this articlle. The preciise
of
figure of open peeriodic tubullene(((5,6,7))3)VA) is pllotted in [100]. The Figuure 1 showss a
close plot
p of this molecule
m
whhich is one off the consequuences of this paper.

Fiigure 1. Perriodic Open Tubulene.
It is difficu
ult to construuct the grapph of periodiic open tubuulene based on
o its physiccal
characcterizations. Researcherss who want to calculatee topologicaal indices off these sort of
molecules often trry to find thee mathematiical relationss based on thhe graph of them [11–133].
It seem
ms that finding the adjaacency matriix of a nanotube is moree useful thann finding onnly
one orr two indicess of it. One of the most interesting advantages of constructting graph off a
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molecule is the straightforwa
s
ard calculation of the various
v
topoological inddices. A novvel
algoritthm for consstructing thee graph of caarbon nanohorn is propoosed in [14]. In this articcle,
an anaalogous app
proach has been
b
propossed for consstructing thee graph of periodic oppen
tubuleene which is discussed inn detail in thee following paragraphs.
The repetition of three connectedd sections off pentagons,, hexagons and
a heptagoons
constrructs the grap
ph of the opeen tubulene. These sections are show
wn in the Figgure 1 by bluue,
green and red colo
ors, respectiively. The fiirst and the second
s
sectiions connectt to each othher
to connstruct levelss of this moolecule. The third sectioon uses for conjunction
c
of the curreent
level to
t the previo
ous level, if any exist. Based
B
on thiss definition of
o levels, the Figure 1 has
h
three levels,
l
three first sectionns, three seccond sectionss and two thhird sectionss. Each sectiion
rolls different
d
num
mber of pentaagons, hexaggons and hepptagons.
The first section
s
conssists of six hexagons and
a three peentagons, Figure 2. Eaach
conseccutive pair of
o hexagons interleaves by a pentaggon. The Figgure 3 has more
m
details on
constrruction of the first sectioon of the firsst level. It shhows the noode number of this sectiion
and hoow a node connects
c
to other
o
nodes,, too. The coonstruction of
o the first sections
s
of the
t
subseqquent levels is similar to the first secction of the first
f
level.

Figure 2. The First Seection.
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Figure 3. The Sectionn One.
The second
d section alsso consists of
o six hexagoons and three pentagons with differeent
t the first one
o
arranggement in respect to the first sectionn. The seconnd section is connected to
whichh is shown in
n the Figure 4.
4

Figure 4. The
T Second Section.
S
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The third section
s
is tooo simple. It consists
c
of six
s connected heptagonss. The Figuree 5
showss the third section.

Figure 5. The
T Third Section.
Suppose NL
N denotes the number of levels has
h been creeated up to now, and ML
M
denotees the maxiimum numbber of levells which we need to construct thhe graph. The
T
algoritthm of consttructing openn periodic tuubulene has the
t followinng steps:
1. Constru
uction of the first sectionn of the first level
2. Constru
uction of the second secttion of the first level
3. NL = 1
E NL < ML DO
D
4. WHILE
4.1. Constructioon of the firsst section off the (NL+1)th level
4.2
2. Constructioon of the thiird section off the (NL+1))th level
4.3. Constructioon of secondd section of the
t (NL+1)thh level
4. NL = NL + 1
4.4
5. END
The Python programm
ming languagge is used too implementt the algorithhms discusssed
in thiss paper. Python is a powerful openn source andd free scriptting languagge enriched by
many open sourcce modules for wide vaariety of puurposes. It has
h a very concise,
c
clear,
readabble and consistent syntaxx, yet it has a lot of capaabilities and advanced feeatures such as
dynam
mic typing, generators,
g
e
exceptions,
very high-leevel dynamiic data typees and classees.
Severaal open sourrce and freee libraries arre developedd for workinng with grapphs in Pythoon,
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such as python−graph, NetworkX, py_graph, graph−tool, igraph, etc. The NetworkX is
used for creating and manipulating graph objects in this paper. Many types of graphs,
including simple graphs, directed graphs, and graphs with parallel edges and self-loops are
implemented in NetworkX [15]. The following code is the python implementation of the
preceding algorithm for creating open tubulene. The sections and levels are connected
together by pre, nextin, nextst. Variable nv contains the number of nodes created up to now.
Pre=[0,0,0,0,0,0]
nextin=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
nextst=[0,0,0,0,0,0]
nv = 0
nv=FirstSection(nv,pre,nextin)
nv=SecondSection(nv,nextin,nextst)
for i in range(0,numberOfLevels-1):
nv=FirstSection(nv,pre,nextin)
ThirdSection(nextst,pre)
nv=SecondSection(nv,nextin,nextst)

3

DRAWING THE GRAPH

During development of the preceding algorithm, plotting the resulting graph as shown in
Figures 4 and 5 was used to adjust the algorithm. Therefore, several free and open source
graph drawing tools were tried out. Neato was selected for graph drawing because the
plotted graph by Neato is close to the shape of the molecule. Neato is a part of Graphviz
package that make layouts of undirected graphs. Graphviz is free and open source graph
visualization which is widely used in many areas. The tools in Graphviz take description of
a graph in a simple text language, and create diagrams in different formats, such as images
and SVG for web pages, PDF or Postscript for inclusion in other documents. Many useful
features for concrete diagrams have been added to Graphviz, such as options for colors,
fonts, tabular node layouts, line styles, hyperlinks, roll, and custom shapes.
Graphviz offers both graphical and command line tools. There exist several ways
for using Graphviz from python, but in most cases the Graphviz command line tools are
called to parse files containing a graph definition and render a rasterized image of the
graph. Therefore, Neato can be either run in command line, or invoking it in python by
“os.system” function. This is unsatisfactory for our purposes, and a more direct interface to
the layout algorithms is desirable. There are several python interface libraries to the
Graphviz (e.g. PyGraphviz, pydot, etc.). PyGraphviz have been chosen for this purpose in
this research.
Neato draws undirected graph using a variation of spring algorithm proposed by
Kamada and Kawai [8]. The proposed algorithm places an ideal spring between every pair
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of noddes such thatt its length is
i set to the shortest
s
pathh distance beetween the endpoints.
e
T
The
first sppring algoriithm was prroposed by Eades [16]. Since thenn several ressearchers haave
propossed variation
ns of the spring algorithhm [17–19].. These algoorithms are also
a
known as
multiddimensional scaling, in statistics.
s
Krruskal and Seery
S
noted their appliccation to graaph
drawinng in the laate 1970s [19]. Springg algorithms are the most
m
simplest and popular
algoritthms in forrce-directed placement graph draawing methoods. The graph
g
drawiing
probleem is modelled by a forrce-directed algorithm models
m
throuugh a physiical system of
bodiess with forcees acting bettween them which minimizing the energy of the
t system by
findingg a good placement of the boddies [20]. Force-directe
F
ed based graph
g
drawiing
algoritthms yield reasonable laayouts in resspect to symm
metry, structure, clusterring and verttex
distribbution [21].
The plotteed graph of this molecuule with 3 levels
l
is shoown in the Figure 1. The
T
plottedd graph by th
he spring alggorithm is suurprisingly close
c
to the shape
s
of thiss molecule and
a
provess the usefuln
ness of this algorithm for
f drawing real molecuule as previoously noted in
[14]. Neato
N
suppo
orts several shapes for nodes
n
of a graph
g
includding circle, point,
p
etc. The
T
shape of nodes off Figures 3 is circle, but point used in Figures 1,
1 2, 4 and 5 for achieviing
the beetter figure. Neato
N
also supports
s
moore dimensioons for drawing a graph.. The Figuree 6
showss the three dimensional image
i
of plootted graph of the molecule with foour levels. Itt is
difficuult to realizeed the sectionns and levels in a two dimensional
d
f
figure
whichh holds a thrree
dimennsional plotteed graph.

Figu
ure 6. 3D View of Open Periodic Tuubulene Plottted by Neatoo.
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4

TOPOLOGICAL INDICES

A numerical invariant related to molecular graph of a chemical compound is called a
topological index [22, 23]. Also there is a semi-empirical index which is discussed in
[24,25]. Several different topological indices have been proposed to encode chemical
properties of molecules [26]. These indices are calculated based on graphs of molecules or
graphs of different kinds of networks such as social network [27]. So, by finding the graph
of a molecule (or its adjacency matrix), computing the topological indices of that molecule
is straightforward.
4.1

THE WIENER INDEX

The first topological index which is used in chemistry is the Wiener index. Harold Wiener
developed and used the Wiener index to determine physicochemical properties of types of
alkanes known as paraffin in 1947 [28]. To define, we assume that G is an indirect simple
graph. The Wiener index, W(G), of G with n vertices is the sum of the lengths of shortest
paths between all pairs of vertices of G.
1 n n
(1)
W (G ) = ∑ ∑ d ij , d ii = 0.
2 i =1 j =1
4.2

SZEGED INDEX

Ivan Gutman introduced the Szeged index in 1994 [29]. Let E(G) be the set of all edges of
G and e = uv be an edge of G. Define W(e) = nu(e) × nv(e), where nu(e) is the number of
vertices of G closer to u than v, and nv(e) is defined analogously. The Szeged index of G is
the sum of W(e) over all edges of G [12]. So,
(2)
S Z (G ) = ∑ W ( e )
e∈E ( G )

4.3

PI INDEX

The PI index was introduced by P. V. Khadikar in 2000 [30]. The summation over all edges
uv of G which are not equidistant to u and v is PI index [31]. Based on the notations
introduced in Szeged index, the PI index is defined as follows:
(3)
PI (G ) =
∑ [nu (e) + nv (e)].
e∈E (G )
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RESULTS

Finding the shortest paths between all nodes in a graph is the most time consuming part of
computing of the preceding topological indices. The well known Dijkstra algorithm finds
these shortest paths, but it is impossible to compute these topological indices based on this
algorithm in a reasonable time. Therefore, the Floyd-Warshal algorithm is more suitable for
this problem. This algorithm is basically equivalent to the transitive closure algorithm
independently proposed by Roy [32] in 1959. Current version of this algorithm was
proposed by Ingerman which used three nested for-loop. This algorithm is faster at the
expense of memory. Therefore, the pitfall of this algorithm is the order of memory usage.
The preceding results are computed on a computer with 12 GB main memory running
Ubuntu 64-bit. The Table 1 shows the Wiener index, PI index and Szeged index of open
tubulene with different level numbers.
Table 1: Values of some computed topological indices of diffrenet open Tubulene with
different number of vertex

1
10
20
30

Number of
Vertices
48
480
960
1440

40

1920

147748296

5009748

1551890502

50

2400

288366696

7845828

3055933662

70

3360

790787496

15418788

8467667982

100

4800

2304738696

31530228

24875349462

120

5760

3982199496

45439188

43114603782

140

6720

6323212296

61882548

68613762102

160

7680

9438369096

80860308

102589336422

180

8640

13438261896 102372468

146257838742

200

9600

18433482696 126419028

200835781062

Level Number

Wiener Index

PI Index

Szeged Index

5496
2373096
18575496
62425896

2652
303108
1238388
2807268

26622
22289022
187132182
646311342

The plot of these indices versus vertex numbers is more readable and clear than numbers in
Table1. The Matplotlib visualization library is a standard package for curve plotting in
Python. The Figures 7, 8 and 9 have been obtained using this library. The Matplotlib
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automatically regulates the axes ratio. It shows the axes ratio on the plot. The diagram of
the Wiener index versus vertex number is shown in Figure 7. The axes ratio of this plot is
1010.

Figure 7. The Wiener Index Versus Vertex.
The diagram of the Szeged index versus vertex number is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. The Szeged Index Versus Vertex.
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The diagram of the PI index versus vertex number is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. The PI Index Versus Vertex.
Table 2: Polynomial for the Wiener Index.
n
1
2

RMS
1886833697
262437466

0
1
−5214293688 1965227
1771561032 −1487965

3

1.69458e−06

−5304

155

4
5

1.8528e−06
1.026e−05

−5304
−5304

154.99
155

2

3

4

5

328.5
−7e−13 0.02
4e−12 0.02 2e−20
−7e−13 0.02 −1e−20

5e−25

Table 3: Polynomial for the PI Index.
n
1

RMS
7820939

0
−29239212

1
14422.5

2

2

1.04e−08

1428

−31.5

1.375

3
4
5

3.22e−08
2.27e−08
9.4e-08

1428
1428
1427.99

−31.5
−31.5
-31.5

1.375
1.375
1.375

3

4

3.4e−19
−1e−18
-2e-18

6e−23
2.e-22

5
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Table 4: Polynomial for The Szeged Index.
n
RMS
0
1
2
1 20635483310 −56905553562 21396835.25
2 2886812122 19486947558
−16364897 3592.25

3

4

5

3

2.802e−05

−282138

4423.25

−21.25

0.22917

4
5

1.66e−05
9.0298e−05

−282137.9
−282138

4423.25
4423.25

−21.25
−21.25

0.22917 2e−19
0.22917 8.7e−19 −3e−23

In Tables 2−4, RMS denotes the root mean square error of curve fitting. The
polynomials recorded in Tables 2−4, when n = 3, 2, 3, are the best polynomials that is fitted
to the Wiener, PI and Szeged indices of this molecule, respectively.

6

CONCLUSIONS

A new intuitive method for constructing the graph of open tubulene is proposed and
discussed in this article. Several packages and tools based on Python programming
language are used to implement the algorithm. The spring method is used to plot the
constructed graph. A consequence of using this method is the similarity between the picture
of open periodic tubulene and plotted graph. Three major topological indices, namely the
Wiener, PI and Szeged indices of this molecule are calculated based on the constructed
graph. Memory and time cost is the problems against calculating these indices unbounded.
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